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Election scrapped

Two new faces enter ASUOP race
by Sarah Pearl
"Welcome to the General Election
number 2!". states the handout which was
distributed to all potential candidates for
ASUOP offices on April 17.
Today at 5 pm marks the deadline for
prospective candidates to submit theirpetit
ions to the ASUOP office.
Last Thursday the ASUOP Senate, in an
attempt to "speed up the process," inval
idated the entire general election. "Theelec
tions committee is guilty of most of the vio
lations cited (by the Students Against Incom
petence) and by fighting this case before the
Supreme Court, we are only losing valuable
time," said ASUOP Executive Vice President
Kevin Sullivan at the Senate meeting.
At press time (Wednesday night) three
candidates had submitted completed
petitions declaring their candidacy.
Eric Shaw filed for President and Mike
Thornburg declared his candidacy for the
office of Executive Vice President. Matt Brill
has filed for ASUOPFinancial Vice President.
Brill ran in the original election for the
office of President. In that first election, no
body filed for the office of Financial Vice
President.
Brill, Shaw and Thornburg are running
on the same ticket. Brill said that the reason
the three chose to run together was that,
"We've spent a lot of time together, and feel
we can provide cooperation, communication
and coordination in ASUOP."
Shaw said that he was running for
President because, "after looking at the
courtroom antics, behavior at Senate meet
ings, and the problems with the elections,
none of the candidates have convinced me
that they would be effective leaders."
Thornburg said that he felt that forming
students into a 'cohesive body.' was im
portant.
"Less politics is our policy," said
Thornburg.
At press time, the following people had
informed the Pacifican of their intention to
run for an ASUOP office: Keiji Doizaki and
Vincent Orange for President; Lori Kennedy
for Executive Vice President; and SteveChan
for Pacifican Publications Board.
Since the ASUOP Senate invalidated the
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entire general election, preparations for
another election are currently underway.
On April 13, the Students for Fair Elec
tions had challenged the runoff election on
several counts, the most serious being the
violation that the ASUOP elections cannot be
held on a Monday.
The Coalition Against Incompetence
also presented the Senate with an extensive
list of charges against the original election.
"Since four Supreme Court membersre
signed from their positions after making the
decision to invalidate the election, new
members would have to be appointed and a
trial held before running a new election if we
(the electionscommittee) were to proceed in
normal manner," stated Randy Breschini,
ASUOP President.
"Because a new administration must
begin work immediately, the election must
take place as soon as possible without jeo
pardizing fairness to all candidates," he said.
"The only feasible solution to the pro
blem was for the Senate to admit that elect
ions had been run shabbily, thereby saving
three weeks of badly needed time,"
Breschini explained.
The ASUOP Senate therefore stipulated
to the charges presented, the elections com
mittee appointed Breschini as chairman,
and preparations for another electionbegan.
A 'Legislative Directive' was then drawn
up directing Breschini to:
1. Appoint an elections coordinator who will
receive a salary of $175.
2. Conduct a new ASUOP general electionto
reflect the schedule apreed upon bv the
ASUOP Senate, and
3. Conduct the election in accordance with

M
Left to right: Matt Brill, who ran for praaidant the first time, hat chosen financial vicepresident this time; Eric Shaw and Mike Thronburg are both new entries.
photo by Steve CecH
the election code bylaws."
Breschini appointed Don Marcetti to the
position of elections coordinator. Gary
Kleeman, University Center Director, will
also assist in the election process as an ad
visor.
"We want all prospective candidates to
know that this election will be run strictly
according toschedule. Noexceptionswillbe
made for late petitions of typed state

ments." Breschini added.
Instead of holdinga "Candidates' Night"
tor candidates to campaign for office, an
open forum will be held in the University
Center patio on April 27 at 12 noon. The
actual electionswill be held on Tuesday, May
2 and Wednesday, May 3. If necessary, a
run-off election will take place on Tuesday,
May 9
Absentee ballots will be available from
Wednesday through election day.

Pacifican charter future uncertain
Two years ago. the Pacifican't affairs
were under the direct jurisdiction of ASUOP.
Following the publication of a contro
versial article concerning alleged prosti
1976.
tution on the UOP Stockton campus, and
Several working documents have been
conflicts between the Pacifican staff and
developed during this period. The latest
ASUOP, Vice Presidents Cliff Hand and
draft of a charter is nowunder the scrutiny of
Judith Chambers appointed the Task Force
members of the University administration
"to discuss various issues relating to the
and the University attorney.
structure, staffing, financing, and publica
A contested issue concerns the
tion of the Pacifican "
responsibility for ordering retractions and
Since the removal of the jurisdiction
corrections for allegedly libelous materials
from ASUOP. that jurisdiction has been
when a demand for retraction has been
vested in a Publications Board made up of
made by a defamed person.
students appointed by ASUOP.
Members of the Task Force have argued
The charter now proposed by the Task
that the judgement of when a retraction
should be made should rest with a proposed Force would set up a new publications board
consisting of one administrative represen
publications board.
tative, one faculty member, and five stu
Mark Bray, attorney representing the in
dents as voting members.
terests of the University, counters that this
The publications board would appoint
authority must be retained by the president
several key staff members of the news
of the University or, at least, by a member of
paper, approve the budget and financial
the University administration
operations and receive demands for re
The Task Force consists of Alan Mikles.
tractions or corrections of allegedly libelous
chairman of the Communication Arts
statements
Department; Robert Blaney, chairman of the
Under the charter, the non-student ad
Religious Studies; Les Bradley faculty ad
visor to the Pacifican would have the author
visor of the Pacifican; Wanda Lau, a Paci
ity to direct "that matenal not bepublished if.
fican reporter; and Melinda McMullen. Paci in his judgement, the material is libelous and
fican editor.
The governance of the Pacifican has
been under review for the past 19 months by
a special Task Force set up in September

Academic Vica-President Clifford Hand
might lead to successful litigation against
the University."
The charter adds that 'This authonty is
not to be construed as granting censorship
power for the purpose of restraining fair
comment orvcontroversial issues "

continued en m 3
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Melody Lone and Bill Keim

-

'Starsky and Hutch of student life'
is tocreate a place where studentscan feel at
home, party, recreate, study and get ready
for classes. If students are well housed and
well fed, then I believe they will have a better
chance of being well educated."

Melody: "Bill was the best part of the
year."
Bill: "Some of Melody's parts were the
best part of the year."
The joking is Innocent. Honest. Innocent
but frequent.
It is impossible to watch Melody Lane,
Director of South-West Hall interact with her
Grace Covell counterpart Bill Keim, and not
realize that a tremendous affinity exists
between them.
Their friendship is really indicative of
the whole student life staff this year.
According to Melody, "most people would
agree that the staff, all across campus, is
closer this year than most others. That's not
just the nature of the school, it is the people."

For Melody: "I would want to emphasize
the caring. If no one I would want to be the
one person who cares."
Bill interjects, "If Mel is out of town, I
would want to be another person who cares."

Melody graduated from UOP in 1973.
She worked at Michigan,Oregon and Arizona
States before returning to UOP this year.
Bill on the other hand, has never left.
Graduating in 1975, he became a graduate
assistant in the Communication Arts
department and head resident at Grace.
Directors Melody Lane and Bill Keim.
They are members of the group of"come back homers," UOP graduates who
Student Life.
course trainipg, fall and spring RA retreat,
have returned for employment.
Through the relaxation that exists
head resident interviews, attend regional
between them and most of the staff has
and national conferences of resident life, do
They joined other alumni such as Jess
come some new directions in residence life.
Marks, Coordinator of Residences, Judy committee and policy work for Student Life,
"This Friday, Grace Covell and South-West
Chambers, Vice President of Student Life, university center, placement and learning
are having a joint barbecue. This is the first
centers.
"Bruce (Leamon) was here
Gary Verzani, assistant director of Auxiliary
combined event I can remember between
Services, Mark and Denise Cook, head resi first, and had set up a particular way of
the two groups. I believe that it is largely the
dents and Bob Woodward, manager of Grace operation. For a while when Mel and I came
result of Mel and my friendship," explained
on the job, we had to work out the differ
Covell Dining Hall.
Bill and Melody, together with Bruce ences. But Mel and I have a different way of
Bill.
They both sense their role as being one
Leamon. director of University Center Apart doing things, student life finally got used to
that facilitates the students in feeling
ments, alternate between their in-house and that."
They are at times unconventional,
comfortable and relaxed in the university
all university duties.
"Mel andI do a lot of things outside of the periodically informal and occasionally frivo
atmosphere.
dorms," said Bill. "We run RA selection and lous. Sort of the Starsky and Hutch of
For Bill: "I think my role in the university

J

World news of the week
l«ra«l Uses US Cluster Bombs

Bell Warns Editor On Errors

The Israel army acknowledged that it
used US-made cluster bombs in its invasion
of southern Lebanon, saying that they were
dropped on position held by Palestinian
guerrillas who fired on northern Israel.
The State Department said in Washing
ton that Israel had used anti-personnel det
vices, cannisters stuffed with deadly shrap
nel "bomblets," in.violation of American
restrictions. The restrictions were not speci
fied.
After a cluster bomb is dropped, its
casing splits in an explosive flash before hit
ting the ground and rains hundreds of fistsized bomblets. Each bomblet is a sphere
filled with TNT and covered by a thin steel
casing that bursts into more than 200 dia
mond-shaped pieces of shrapnel when the
ball explodes.

Attorney General Griffin Bell told the
nation's newspaper editors that he is turn
ing media critic and, "Henceforth you will be
advised by me in writing of any substantial
inaccuracy in any story or column" about the
Justice Department.
"I believe I owe this to you, rather than
merely complaining," the Attorney General
said in a speech to the convention of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors.
Bell stated that while "railing at the
press is nota good practice...thepoint isthat
I think the media is responsible if it prints
false or inaccurate information."

US Banks Accused
Several US banks were accused last
week of undercutting the Carter adminis
tration's human rights policy by Ifending the
military dictatorship in Chile almost $1 bil
lion to shore up the Chilean economy.
An independent study charged that
efforts by the administration and inter
national lending agencies to pressure the
Chilean regime into improving its human
rights record were frustrated by Chile's
ability to get badly needed help from the pri
vate US banks.
The study cited six major American
banks-Bankers Trust of New York, Chemical
Bank of New York, the Wells Fargo Bank of
San Francisco, Citicorp of New York, Mor
gan Guaranty Trust of New York and First
Chicago—as taking the lead role in making
and"arranging loans to' CHifeT

Syrians Say Israel Planted "Lethal Bug"
Syria accused Israel of "seriously es
calating the Middle East conflict" by plant
ing a booby-trapped eavesdropping device
in Syria that exploded and emitted "lethal
radioactive particles."
A Syrian government statement said the
device exploded April 1 near the DamascusJordan highway, killing 12 persons.
The statement, saying Syria had com
plained to the United Nations, charged Is
rael with "a barbaric and savage violation of
international rules forbidding the use of such
atomic cells in civilial territory."
The device was rigged to a radio-telephone cable connecting Damascus and
Amman, Jordan.
Kennedy Might Go For Presidency

. Senator Edward M. Kennedy has told his
intimate friends and colleagues that he is
seriously considering running for the presi
dency in 1980, the Christian Science Moni'for reported.'
•-

Ex-FBI Chief & Two Aides Indicted
Former Federal Bureau of Investigation
Chief Patrick L. Gray and two of his senior
assistants were indicted for ordering agents
to conduct break-ins, tap telephones, and
read private mail in their hunt for Weather
men radicals in the early 1970's.
Attorney General Griffin Bell said only
the "higher ups" of the FBI should face the
charges for such illegal activities.
But Bell also stated that less serious
disciplinary action will be taken against 70
people, including FBI agents and Justice
Department officials.
The maximum sentence for Gray and h is
aides is ten years in prison and a $10,000
fine.
Pushes

For

US

The interview pauses again for the color
to leave Ms. Lane's face. Then she explains,
"Bill and I complement each other. I'm
always serious and he is always joking."
Having retaliated, shecontinued, "He is what
has kept me sane all year."
Bill is leaving UOP this year, sensing itis
time to leave the proverbial nest. "Leavingfor
me will be like cutting the umbilical cord."
Melody suffixed, "Likewise, for me to
return to UOP was like coming back into the
womb."
Bill gags, "Isn't that like Mel. Always the
topper. I'm about to cut the cord, feel pain,
and all she can think about is climbing back
to where it's warm."
"To me," says Mel, "Bill is the perfect
example of not taking anything too
seriously."
Bill doesn't quite know how to take that
Mel just smiles.
- R.B.

s

The newspaper stated that the Massa
chusetts Democrat believes President Carter
may be vulnerable, and that 1980 may be
Kennedy's "last chance", as one Kennedy
friend put it.
But in Washington, Kennedy's admini
strative assistant, Ken Feinberg, called the
report "purely conjecture" and said that the
senator has not been considering a White
House race in 1980.

Sadat

The year's best selling jibe among stu
dent life employees is Melody's famous
stories. "If you have got a story, Mel can top
it," explained Bill. "As Stan Green (Director
of Housing) once said, 'Taking Melody Lane
to Paris is like taking ice cream to an ice
cream parlor.'"

To

Act

President Anwar Sadat underscored his
conviction that peace cannot be created in
the Middle East without help from the United
States, and he expressed hope that the US
will move in to break the deadlock in nego
tiations.
In an interview publishedin the Egyptian
weekly magazine October, Sadat said he still
believes that the US holds "99.9 percent of
the cards in the Middle East game," slightly
< increasing the figure that he had been fond
of citing.1
•

"Without the American role, no peace
will be established in this region of the
world," Sadat Said. But, he asserted that he
will not slacken his own efforts to bringabout
a durable peace settlement.
Farm Bill Killed By House
Protesting farmers who massed in
thousands strong outside the White House to
decry House rejection of an emergency
farm-aid bill say they're heading home to
work for the defeat of those they regard as
their enemies on Capitol Hill.
Gathered outside the White House, pro
test leaders said they were leaving Washing
ton to discuss the 268-150 vote with their
neighbors and will meet again outside the
capital in about two weeks.
"We will be back again, and again, and
again. We say to the Congress and the Pres'"
dent: watch out, this is only the beginning!"
Gregg Suhler, an American Agriculture pro
test organizer from Springfield, Colorado,
shouted through a bullhorn.
Carter Calls For Assault On Inflation
President Carter called on government,
industry and labor to "sacrifice for the
common good" by joining in a coordinated
assault on inflation.
The President ruled out the use of
mandatory wage and price controls, but he
again appealed to labor and industry to hold
price and salary increases to below the aver
age rate of the past two years.
While asking for voluntary restraint from
the private sector, Carter stated that he
would propose holding federal white-collar
salary increases to about 5.5 percent in
1978, instead of an increase scheduled for
October that is expected to range between
6.5 percent and 7 perfidnt.
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Bikes take back
seat to C.B.'s
by SUcay Mount
"Actually, bicycle thefts haven't been
that bad this year, like they were in the late
60 s and early 70's. About then we were
losing three a day." Chief Les Smith of UOP
Security revealed in a recent interview con
cerning the incidence of bike theft on cam
pus.

Smith thinks that the problem of theft in
general has never beenas bad on the Univer
sity of the Pacific campus as it has been at
some other schools. "At Stanford, for ex
ample, people were just going in and taking
out truckloads of bicycles."

Chief Smith doesn't consider the theft
ofbicycles to be a major problem "at this
time". Nine bikes have been reported stolen
on the UOP campus as of January of this

. . . TJ* prime areas for the occurence of
bike theft are in the Quad, outside of Grace
Covell, and near the Rotunda. Statistics
show that there is a greaterincidence of bike
theft in early fail and spring than at any other
times.

year. In the past, bicycles have been a popu
lar target for thieves, with a total of 30 bikes
reported stolen last year.
Smith cited an example in which a bike
was taken from a dorm room. The bike in
question was chained to a bed, and was rip
ped off with the owner sleeping alongside.
"That takes a lot of nerve, or guts, if you want
to call it that."
According to Chief Smith very few of the
bicycles stolen at UOP have been lost
through the owner's negligence. A large per
centage of the bikes that have been stolen
were locked.
In fact, Smith hasobserved a trend away
from the theft of bicycles and toward the
stealing of CB radios. "Bikes have taken a
back seat to citizen's band radios. CB is the
big boom now and easy to sell."

Almost all of the bicycles stolen have
been 10-speeds. These bring a fast $25 or
$30 on the open market. Chief Smith says
that there have been indications that many
of the bikes are stolen not for sale, but for pri
vate use.
Smith cautions would-be bike pur
chasers to beware of bicycles in prime con
dition which are offered at low prices. Such
bikes may be stolen goods. Purchase and
possession of stolen property amounts to
perpetuating the act of theft.
To discourage bike theft, Smith sug
gests that students get their bicycles regis
tered. "Ifs good to get them licensed." Part
of the problem of solving cases of bike theft
involves the identification of the bicycle in
volved.
Smith concluded, "It's hard to tell whe
ther or not a particular bike happens to be a
stolen one. Someone can ride right past you
on a stolen bike and you just can't tell."

Hie Puffin fare
for youths.
One of the first things
young Puffins leam to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April 1,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Re
turn tickets are
good for a full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book
anytime.

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
YouU get a
great dinner and
excellent service
on your trip. And
I
Icelandic will
I
set you down
| right
in the mid
dle of the Euro
pean Continent,
where youll be
just hours away by
train from Europe's
most famous
landmarks.
•f
So take a travel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Learn to fly Icelandic.
See your travel
agent. Or write
Dept. #C352,
Icelandic Airlines,
P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead,
N.Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212 for
toll-free number
in your area.

$275
$400
Icelandic to Europe
Roundtrip 14-45 day

APEX

farefrom

Roundtrip Youth Fare. Good

N.Y.'

thru age 23.
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Gould awarded Fulbright
UOP senior Jean Gould has been award
ed a Fulbright-Hayes Grant to study clarinet
at Die Hochshschule fur Musik Und Darstellende Kunst in Gratz, Austria. The grant
will cover the cost of her transportation to
Austria, orientation, tuition, books, and room
and board.
The UOP clarinetist plans to combine
her study of the German language with
music. In addition, she plans to learn the
"Oehler" clarinet system which is used in
Germany and Austria. The system involves
playing a clarinet with a different key layout.
She also plans to examine different reeds
and mouthpieces.
The Fulbright-Hayes Grant is a national
competition which students compete for in
the countries where they plan to study. Stu
dents apply through their university and
compose essays about future goals. In addi
tion, they submit a concrete study plan.
Jean, as a conservatory applicant, also
was required to submit an audition tape.
Upon acceptance by the university
committee, the application must be ap
proved by the United States Commission
and is then forwarded to the Austrian
Foundation commission for their approval.
Gould, a performance major in the con-

Jean Gould
servatory, has played the clarinet for the past
13 years. She is currently a member of the
UOP Wind Ensemble, orchestra, woodwind
quintet and is the lead alto sax player in the
Jazz Band.
Gould studies with William C. Dominick.

Charter questioned
continued from page 1
It is feared that this authority could be
Task Force that this would place the presi
misused by either the present or future
dent in a conflict of interest position.
presidents to abridge the freedom of the
For example, the president might feel a
newspaper to fairly criticize sensitive ele strong obligation to order a complete re
ments of the University, its board of regents traction of criticism of a regent of the Univer
or the community.
sity, although the criticism might be con
The administration spokesmen assert sidered legitimate by other members of the
that the Pacifican has no right to endanger University.
the financial assets of the University.
The University administration position
A libelous publication could subject the
University to the award of monetary would give the discretion of deciding when a
damages in the event of a successful suit retraction must be made to the president.
This decision could be made primarily
brought by a defamed person.
A section of the California Civil Code 48a out of concern for fear of a suit's being filed
restricts the types of damages that can be with little consideration being given to any
recovered if a retraction or correction is editorial judgements on the part of either the
Pacifican staff, the non-student advisor, or
printed.
It is hypothesized by members of the the publications board.

store
Ovt I 1.000 Individual Vaults lor Private. Inexpensive Storan
Costs a; little as $6.00 per month:
Fill our vaults at oui spacious yard at your leisure
Perfect tor stonng furniture, boxes, cartons, trunks.
merchandise, machinery, old records tools.
sports equipment, antiques, personal items ot whatever
Pay only toi the space you need.
No deposits
No in oi out or handling charges.
lv.o locked aoors between your possessions and the outside
Quilted protective pads available
Continuous pest control tieatment.
Automatic sprinkiei system loi lire protection.
No mildew pioblems
Rent by the month, ne month minimum only
Storage insurance

available

466-1515
Call and Compare our Rates and Services
Better yet drop by and inspect our facilities.

BExarjg
Moving and Storage Agency
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton, California 95201
(Adjacent to the l-5 Freeway and the Stockton Deep Water Channel)
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Pinball
tournament

General Education committee

In love and war'
"We are trying to do this year with the
whole University what we failed to do last
year with just COP."
Having presented that ironclad plan for
success, COP associate Dean Don n..~f —j.
five other men shuffle into the Bu
Shuttle, awaiting their 20 second ascend
ance to the seventh floor.
Because on one level the University ^
Committee on General Education is just like
any other committee which meets at any
other time and discusses any other obtuse,
pedagogical topic. It, like many other as
pects of this university, is an unexciting, but
necessary, pile of fertilizer necessary in the
procreation of academic progress.
On another level the University Commi
ttee on General Education is a group of di
verse and dedicated professors. People who,
in love and war, have produced three docu
ments, which in brief and readable langua
ge say what much longer documents, with
more complex language, fail to say.
This is what makes the General Ed
committee different.
Professors and
administrators, representing COP and the
clusters, lend the perspective of almost
every major subject area, have worked since
September, writing the philosophical and
specific goals for the General Education pro
gram.
Writing and rewriting, biting and
scratching, laughingand crying, this commi
ttee has managed to transcend the ten
dency to use abstract educational verbiage.
GOD'S LITTLE CREATURES

But they have transcended a lot of inter
personal obstacles also.
It would seem a natural reaction for a
professor or an administrator to take the

rejection of an idea as a professional affront.
Occassionally a glimpse of that shows
through. But generally a strong comradery
exists and bitterness rarely surfaces. Often
when dialogue got hot, humor overran
hatred.
Dr. Hand: ". . • so the student will gain an
appreciation for the similaritiesas wellas the
differences among men."
Dr. Davis: "I think we're going to have trou
ble with 'Men'. How about 'people'."
Dr. Duns: "I don't like 'people'."
Dr. Davis: "But some of my best friends are
people."
Dr. Beauchamp: "What about, The differ
ences as well as the similarities among God's
little creatures'?"
Dr. Duns: "Or Taxpayers!"
DALLAS COWBOYS

There is a tremendous feeling of pride
among the committee members. They have
that "sltart to finish" satisfaction of seeingthe
culmination of what seemed like months of
argument and conflict. Probably because it
was months of argument and conflict.
But it was not in vain.
"I think we all should feel very good
about what we've just done," lauded Dr.
Clifford Hand, Academic Vice-president and
Chairman of the committee. They had just
ratified the final document in the three part
package.
Revisinggeneral education goals is not a
task exclusive to UOP. Colleges all-over the
country are trying to reclaim as much
scholarly oil as possible from the 1960's pro
gressive education spill.
Harvard recently produced the most in
fluential package of reforms. Harvard is one

of those guiding-light institutions which sets
precedents for other tail-light institutions to
follow.
When the Harvard report was dis
tributed at UOP's General Ed committee
meetings, the reaction was not that of awe.
Many committee members preferred UOP's
statement for clarity and utility. But none
felt the work the committee had done was
obscured by the forty page report prepared
by the Dallas Cowboys of the Academic
World.
SLY WINKS

The committee is still far from finished.
First, the committee will be broken into sub
committees, including about 40 more peo
ple from the university, including seven stu
dents. These subcommittees will decide the
application to the curriculum and then the
faculty must ratify it. The work mustbe com
plete by the end of this year.
Barring the kindof resistance Harvard is
expecting, the time line should be adhered to
as planned. And whenthefinalfruitionof the
small groups' work has been assimilated into
everyday life at Pacific, deep down, each of
the committee members didactic con
science will give a sly wink.
Each will know that, while the Harvard
document is monumental, and it is going to
set an educational precedent all across the
country, he or she can take pride in knowing
theirs is a compact, readable, usable docu
ment.
And besides that, they finished first.
—R.B.

The University Center Recreation
Committee is sponsoring a Pinball Tourney
on April 29 in the Games Room.
The tourney will run from ii a.m. to 5
p.m., and is open to all UOP students. Each
entrant will play two games on three ma
chines.
The 50 cent entry fee is payable on the
day of the tourney. Prizes will be awarded to
the top three finishers according to total
points scored in each machine.
For further details, check with the
Center's Information Booth or the Games
room.

Graduation
Announcements
Avuiluble
All College of the Pacific Seniors may
purchase their commencement announce
ments now at the COPA (College of the Paci
fic Association) Office. We are located in
Bannister 107 and the office is open from 15 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The announcements are sold in
packages of 10 for $1.50. They will be on
sale until the present stock is depleted, then
orders will be taken to have more printed.
Hurry and get your announcements
now!
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Conservatory celebration

Community Calendar
Friday, April 21
Pick Up Class Sign-in Worksheets for Fall Term
Concert Jazz Band, UC Patio, 12 noon
Film: "Dark Star" UC Theater, 6 & & p.m.
Concert: Stephane Grappelli with Diz Disley Trio and UOP Jazz Band. Conservatory
8 p.m.
Drama: "Two Gentlemen of Verona", Stockton Civic Theater. Call box office. 463-6813
for ticket information and show times.
Saturday, April 22
Opera: "Opera Scenes" Conservatory, 3 & 8 p.m.
Film: "Dark Star" UC Theater, 3. 6 & 9 p.m.
Drama: "Two Gentlemen of Verona," Stockton Civic Theater. Call for show times.
The Women s Chorus, conducted by Dr. William Dehning. was one of several Conser
vatory groups part.c.pat.ng m last Sunday's performance of Brahm's Requiem The
Requiem was performed in celebration of the Conservatory's 100th annhrersary

pants in the performances. (Members of the
Veselos folk dancers and students from
drama and music will also perform.)
National Dance Week has been initia
ted to help promote the growing awareness
of dance as a discipline by itself and within
education, therapy, physical development,
recreation, and theater.
For both the Tuesday and Saturday per
formances, the doors to Anderson Lawn will
be open to allow larger audience partici
pation.
Dance Week at UOP is being sponsored
by the Department of Physical Education
and Recreation with assistance from the
University Center and Anderson Y.

Job seminar today
A seminar examining job opportunities
for graduating seniors in English and liberal
arts will be held this afternoon from 1 to 3
p.m. in the Gold Room.
Participating in the event will be Emilie
Altman, a recent UOP graduate and techni
cal writer for Bechtel Corporation; Bill
McGregor, director of the UOP Placement
Center; and Dr. Robert Knighton, associate
professor of English at COP.
Altman will be discussing her personal
quest for jobs upon graduation. She will also
discuss the opportunities available in the
professional field for writers.
McGregor will be dealing with prepara
tion of resumes, job applications and inter-

Sunday. April 23
Film: "Dark Star" UC Theater, 3,6, & 9 p.m.
Chapel: Interdenominational Chapel Service, Morris Chapel, 6 p.m.
Meeting: Navigators, Common Room. 7 p.m.
Opera: "Opera Scenes", Conservatory 7 p.m.

Dance week slated
Dance performances of ballet, jazz, folk,
modern dance, and musical comedy will be
daily features of National Dance Weekactivi
ties at UOP this coming week (April 24-30).
The San Joaquin Concert Ballet will per
form on Tuesday, April 25 at noon in the
Dance Studio, Anderson Hall. Other activi
ties will take place in the University Center
plaza at noon throughout the week of April
24-28.
An informal concert of student and
faculty-choreographed works will be pre
sented on Saturday, April 29, at 1:00 p.m. in
the Dance Studio.
Students enrolled in the dance classes
within the Department of Physical Educa
tion and Recreation will be the main partici-

Fairs: International Student's Faire, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Anderson Y Lawn.
Dance: 1920's costume disco dance. Elbert Covell Centre. 9 p.m.

Monday, April 24
Pick Up Class Sign-in Worksheets for Fall Term
Recital: Linda Judge & John Sevigne, Clarinet & Bassoon, Long Theater 7 p.m.
Exhibit: Leonardo da Vinci, UC Gallery, regular hours through May 5
Concert: "Pablo Cruise", Conservatory, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Series: Resident Artist: Composition, Sr. Beckler, Long Theater 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, April 25
Ensemble: UOP String Chamber Ensemble, Conservatory Auditorium 7 p.m.
Film: "LaRetour D'Afrique" UC Theater 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Lecture: Newman Lectures, Common Room 8 p.m.
Recital: Resident Artist, Ira Lehn, cello, Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.
Meeting: UOP Track Club, UC Program Planning Center 9 p.m.
Meeting: ASUOP Senate UC Redwood Room, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26

views. He will also outline the assistance
offered to students in search of jobs by the
Placement Center.
Knighton will present results from his
recent survey of COP English graduates. He
polled members of the graduatingclasses of
1970 through 1975, and found their present
occupations and the effect an English
degree had in obtaining their present job
Altman will also be available for indi
vidual conferences with students in the
English department office this morning from
9 to 11.
The seminar is open toall interested stu
dents. It is being sponsored by the English
Undergraduate Association.

Lecture: Dr. Zvonomir Radeljkovic, Gold Room 3 p.m.
Dance: Jazz dance, Anderson Dance Studio, 6 p.m.
Recital: Richard Staatman, piano, Conservatory, 7 p.m.
Film: "The Red Shoes" UC Theater, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Thursday. April 27
Concert Phi Mu, Conservatory, 7 p.m.
Concert Lincoln High School and Ignacio Valley High School, Conservatory, 8 p.m.
Guitarist: Woody Harris, Common Room 8 p.m.
Meeting: Pacific Ski Club, UC Theater. 9 p.m.
Meeting: UOP Senate Meeting, UC Redwood Room, 9 p.m.

DUTCHER INSURANCE
Pacifican Uticlassifieds
EARN EXTRA MONEY: Polesitters needed
(again). Exerienced and non-experienced
welcome. Apply at ASUOP.

Student willing to hou*wit for summer
months. Reliable, honest, has references.
Treats plants and animals with TLC.

Call

Dianna, 946-9077, no. 303 as soon as
possible.

ATTENTION: Authors, writers, and college

Anderson Y is sponsoring a Frisbio Toumamont. We had to cancel it last week due to

students.

rain, but we will holdthe tournamentonMay

Will TYPE manuscripts, term

papers, theses, miscellaneous items. My
home, 465-6341.

Featuring an obstacle course lor fnsbies.
Guaranteed to be fun and challenging.

Typing My home. Manuscripts,theses, term
papers, misc.

Pickup and delivery avail

For all levels of Frisbie expertise.
Time: 12-2:30 on the Anderson Lawn

Special student program
additional discounts for good students
brood coverage policy

able. Call 465-4785.

policy may be continued graduation
Looking for Roomate, female.
June

Beginning

1. Apt. has 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,

central air & heating; wall-to-wall carpeting,
all electric kitchen, heated pool; laundry
facilities, private parking and security con
trol.

Call 951-6444 after 2:00 p.m.

Unclassified rates: students and faculty 10

4600 N. Pershing Avenue Stockton Call 478-2450

cents a line: others 30 cents a line:one line
is approximately 33 spaces.

Our office is located just 3 blocks from the UOP campus on the southeast
of Pershing Avenue and March Lane.
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Big events planned this week at UOP

Member* of Pablo Cruieo include Cory Lerio* on keyboards, Dave Jenkins on guitar
and mnk. Steve Priceon drums and Bruce Day onbass. The band will be performing
Monday night at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in the Conservatory Auditorium.

and Pablo Cruise
TIm UOP Jazz Band, in one of its recent UC Patio performances. The bandwill be per
forming today at noon to promote its 8 p.m. concert with Stephane Grappelli and the
Diz Disley Trio.

Stephane Grappelli. . .
The UOP Jazz Band will stage its final
concert of the year at 8 p.m. Fridav in the
Conservatory Auditorium. The band, under
the direction of Tony Kissane, will appear
with jazz violinist Stephane Grappelli.
The concert is sponsored by the College
of the Pacific Association and admission is
one dollar. Tickets will be available at the
door and the Check Cashing Booth.
At 70, this is only Grappelli's third
trip to California. After the Friday
performance, Grappelli will travel to San
Francisco for a three-day stint at the Great
American Music Hall.
The artist has released several dozen
jazz albums, many, of which are recorded

with Oscar Peterson, Duke Ellington, Jean
Luc-Ponty and Paul Simon.
Grappelli will be performing songs
ranging from Ellington's "Satin Doll," to Janis
lan's "Killing Me Softly."
In the past two years, the UOP Jazz Band
has performed with Kenny Rankin, Oscar
Peterson, Freddie Hubbard and Joe Pass.
They will play charts from the libraries of
Maynard Fergeson, Count Basie and Thad
Jones. In addition, the band will play two
original charts written especially for the
band by Kissane.
,
Soloists will include Cody Christopher,
George Dozet, Jeff Diamond, Jean Gould,
Ronn Meza and Jon Nordgren.

"Pablo Cruise," the popular rock and roll
group from Marin County will be performing
in concert Monday evening at 7:30 and 10
p.m. at the Conservatory.
Tickets for the 10 p.m. show are still
available to all ASUOP cardholders. They
may be purchased at the Check Cashing
Booth for $5. "Pablo Cruise" rocketed to the
top of the charts withthe release fotheirthird
album, A Place In The Sun. The group was
formed in 1973
The band will beunveiling material from
their newest album, which is scheduled for
release on April 28. The band will also be
appearing for the first time with its new bass
player.
From its inception, the band has tried to
develop a sense of individual identity. The
group decided to use only original material in

its performances, and as a result, they
quickly developed a strong Bay Area
following. Since the release of A Place In The
Sun, the band has gained nationwide
popularity.
The band derived its name from its
commitment to originality. "Pablo" was
chosen as an expression of openness and
humility, while the word "Cruise" suggests
the group's attitude toward music and life.
Opening the show for "Pablo Cruise" is
Roger Voudouris. Voudouris' music is a
synthesis of a number of musical genres,
including hard rock, heavy metal, jazz, blues
and soul.
No cans or bottles,are allowed in the
show. There will be a security check of all
those entering the Conservatory.

Harrah's
RENO AND LAKE TAHOE

Employment Office in Stockton

Birkenstock,
Feet in the sand make footprints.
Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very
same thing.
The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure
sensitive, to mold to your foot, and become
your footprint.
So walking in Birkenstock is a lot like walking
barefoot in the sand, with one very convenient
difference.

Personnel Representatives will be accepting
applications for employment in Hotel, Food, Beverage,
Maintenance, Casino (will train), and Office areas.
Interviewing now for immediate and future entry-level
openings.
Excellent salary, outstanding benefit
package, and housing referral program.
2707 East Fremont Street

Suite 13

Stockton, California

Call (209) 466-0296 for an appointment. Office
conveniently located just off Highway 99. Interviewer
available, 8:30 a.m. — 5:00 p.m., Monday — Friday.

You can walk in Birkenstock all year long.

Let your feet make
a place for themselves.

NEED STORAGE FOR SUMMER

VACATION?

RENTA SPACE
2972 W. SWAIN RD.
951-7494
ci7pc cpnM

Next to Mervyn's on the west side
477-2955
1205 West March Lane, Stockton

SIZtb rKUM

larger sizes available

"

-•

T

•

6' X 6' at $ 11.00 per month

g, x 1Q, at $14 00 per m()nth

no deposit required
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Turetzky highlights
Music celebration
Bertram Turetzky, called, "the Beverly fo°rT« rS!nd Wi" ,ea,ure a Ja» Concerto
Sills of the contrabass", will be appearing UOP Jazz R 'h Znband by °0n Hanna The
here in two concerts on Friday, April 28 and
Saturday, April 29, at 8:15 in ' the
Conservatory Auditorium.
of a Ji«etZky c°nsiders Himself a synthesis
of a classical soloist and a jazz artist. He has
His visit is the highlight of
re
"Contemporary Music Week," a week of all- S U c°rded a multi-track version of
Good-bye
Pork Pie Hat" by Charles Mmgus
contemporary programs at the Conservatory
He believes in the interaction of composer
in honor of its hundredth year.
and performer; because he is both, he has
Turetzky has studied at Hartt College
influenced thecourse of stringwritingandall
and New York University with teachers such avant-garde
music.
as Joseph ladone, Joseph Marx, and David
Also on the boards for Contemporary
Walter, and is currently a professor at San
Music Week are: a composition recital by S.
Diego. He has performed in every major city R. Beckler, theory and composition
in the US and toured in Europe. He is the
department head (Monday night, 8:15, Long
most recorded classical solo bassist and has
Theatre); a resident Artist Series cello recital
had over 130 pieces written for him. He also
by Ira Lehn (Tuesday night, 8 15
composes and will perform two of his own
Conservatory).
works here.
A Composer's Club recital with students
The concert Friday night will feature a
performing students' original works,
piece for bass and wind ensemble by
(Wednesday night, 8:15 p.m., Conserva
Diementi called "Unvelopment". He will be tory); a recital presented by Phi Mu Alpha
accompanied by the Pacific Wind Ensemble Sinfonia, the music fraternity, (Thursday
directed by C. Dale Fjerstad.
night, 7.00, Conservatory); and a Resident
The Saturday night concert iscomposed
Artist Series flute recital by Shirley Dominik
solely of contemporary works by American
(Thursday night, 8:15, Conservatory).

«SypiS«„8a",c,MeyTo"'K'ssa™'
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C a l l i o p e arrives
Calliope, the UOP literary journal will be
ready for distribution some time this week,
according to editors Harold Silliman and
Becky Goehring The journal will be dis
tributed through the UC Information Booth
and the English Department, second floor
Knoles Hall.
Because of a large private donation we
were able to accomplish some special
effects in this year's Calliope,which have not
been possible in past years," said Silliman
"I think that the university community willbe
surprised and quite pleased with the finalre
sult." he added
Below is an excerpt from this year's
Calliope. The poem was written by Marc
Corren, a student in the School of Engineer
ing.
I like the way my toes
crack
and ankles crank
when shooting in
your gallery;
it makes the forgotten
and mismanaged lines
of my poems collect
unemployment.
Skinskating, sliding
slowest dance,
salamander sinful.
ff

Children's

H o u r " opens

da Vinci comes to UOP
The inventive genius and foresight of Leonardo da Vinci, who conceived of the flying
machine and other developments that did not take practical form until modem times, is
depicted in an exhibition opening April 24th atthe University Center Gallery at U.O.P. The
reception will be Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. with a panel discussion at 8 p.m.
Pictured above is an odometer, conceived by da Vinci to compute the distance
traveled.

Charter Flights Europe 1978 j

"The Children's Hour," a serious adult
drama by Lillian Hellman, will be presented
ah UOP April 27-29 and May 4-6.
Dr. Sy M. Kahn, chairman of the Drama
Department, willdirect a company of 16UOP
students in the six performances of the
show.
The drama will be presented at 8 p.m.
each night in the Studio Theatreon the South
Campus. Tickets are $2.50 general admiss
ion. More information is available by calling
the drama box office daily from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at 946-2289.
The play was first produced in the
1930's and deals with the fact that a lie, if
told persistently and convincingly enough,
can betaken as the truth. A distinction of the
play, according to Kahn, is that it was written
by a woman and primarily for actresses, as
their are 14 female roles and 2 for men.
Leads in the show will be Cindy
Weinzinger, Rebecca Roper, Dean Butler,
Dee Ann Nichols, Victoria Gilbert and Mary
Hunt.
"The action is set in a private school
where one malcontent student brings havoc
to the lives of the two women in charge by
accusing them of an 'unnatural' rela
tionship," explained Kahn.

Rainbow Records

SPRING - SUMMER - FALL Schedules Now Available

London
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
Zurich

^359
™,*419
™.*419
,*459

jrt>. Ofjcoiai i "y

Groups — Ask for Details.

FOR SCHEDULES CALL OR WRITE

Phone: (415) 495-8881
MAIL TODAY FO^^E^F^t^TJNWRMATION^^^^

CHAR TOURS, INC

605 Market St. San Francisco, CA 94105
Please mail me information on flights to:

Name:
Street:
City, State, Zip:

Phone:.
kpt.#

7616 Pacific Avenue
in the new Luckyshopping
Longs
center.
Featuring
this week: Seaisand
Crofts in their great
new LP, Taking It
Easy, a $7.98 LP on
sale for just:

cannon

M OB DUUVTBfO

Record R e v i e w
Stephane Grappeili and The Diz Disley Trio
Violinapiration
BASF MC-22545
By Greg Heyea

First of all, I must admit I know little of
Stephane Grappeili. except what I have
heard and read lately. He is a violinist (A
master) who first achieved prominence play
ing with the legendary guitarist Django
Rheinhardt, in the "Hot Club" of France dur
ing the thirties. Obviously he was much
younger then; but after listening to "Violinspiration" he seems not to have lost any of
the fire.
His music nowconsists of a mixed bag of
oldies and newer melodies. Songs such as
"My Heart Stood Still" an old Rodgers and
Hart number, "Hot Lip's" a Django Rhein
hardt song, alone with "Killing Me Softly with
His Song" show this mixture.
Grappeili plays a type of boogie Jazz (I
can now see where Leon Red bone comes
from) that is both intricate and fluid. The
backup on this album is the Diz Disley trio
who provide fine accompaniment. Ike
Isaacs, while no Django Rheinhardt (Rhein
hardt was the greatest), is an excellent gui
tarist just the same.
Grappeili plays melody lines with both
flair and taste, and his solos are unusually
fluid and imaginative. This type of playing
can only come from playing with a love for
the music that only a grandmaster can
achieve.
After playing this type of music for over
40 years, Grappeili certainly qualifies.
He'll be appearing at the Conservatory
tonight, along with the Diz Disley Trio and the
UOP Jazz Band. Tickets are still available.
Don't miss this Jazz Spectacular.

Disco d a n c e
"Saturday Night Fever" will invade El
bert Covell Centre tomorrow night from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. as the UC Programs Council
presents a disco dance.
The dance, which is a 1920 s costume
affair, will feature Charles Richardson, a
KUOP disc jockey at the turntables. There
will also be a prize for the bestdressed cou
ple.

In Alameda and San Joaquin Valleys Radio
r ratail management
degree m Mar Store manager! wen the above
roam onrent . who completed our traaung
program in 1974. averaged $11,215 total aem
mgc for the first year. $18,533 in me lecond
year, and $22,605 ai the ttwd year
Thou
managers horn our 1975 program averaged
S10.Z45 in the fast year and $18,533 at the
second year In our 1976 program, managers
a.araged $14,273 as the first year Wa nag
i thou qualified people, aho stay at
, $10,000 meumum total earnings
lor the fast fug year as manager and $14.000tor

Sen Joequai and Alameda cotaibes Cantor an
appuvmnem Tan Sentard at 415-785-4393

$4.77

Radio/hack
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J

never thought I'd get hooked.

I didn't

try itt time I f party in San Bernadino. They had everything
;sball and I hen a real good friend asked
me out back
irs Wild. I®thelights and bells frightened me.
,nths wen ayed agajn gut- then ,
three tin* tinner, coming back
Grace Coi byfora fjx
firstyeartiightstuff;
•, - "SHL bcun alot

L.0n.8' That was
nyfnendjtogetherand
'onghitatttj beginning,
find ^creaming,
macinnfeal person,

ew Iw3S ^ly started
's getting
faking for
"''o reach me
''ke Trapshot

P'1". The colors '
^ but he was just

as heavily into it as I was. All around me, I saw pro fessors
and other
important people caught up in the whole bally scene: the tilts,cult movies like
'Tommy.' It is all so disgusting to me now.
Then one
night right near finals, I was going for a new
game on
Jokers Wild.
All I needed was to stav up for
8,500 more
points. I was sweating and writhing trying to keep my
replay fingers from tightening up.
I woke up on
the ground a day later. I knew I had to stop. I went
to Pinnanon. They showed me how I
could get
free. I had to stop using street machines. I went
on government manufactured pinball mach ines
and reduced systematically the times I played
At first the coming down was really
rough. It was like a nightmare. Going through
cold turkey was just unbearable.
I tried
to get together with other Ball-a-holics' for
what the guys at Pinnanon call 'surrogate
highs:' Scrabble, Yachtzee, Parchesi.
Now my lite can start again I feel
renewed.
I'm born again through check
ers. To all you who are caught in bondage to
the bally table-you can do it. there isa wayout.
I found one.
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LONDON TOWN
MI: HAND

Till

Rock , Jazz,

-
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H

Jj||| Blank Tapes, |j§>
4®? Record Cleaners,Hg

S
f
J
^apel&feaners and Tape Boxes
1
COUPON
$
ONE DOLLAR OFF
any non-sale album
one per customer,
presented at purchase
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Laserium and the symphony
by Randy Bass

It was laughable and laudable

The opening theme was 2001; Space
Odyssey; the lasting theme was incongruity.
What could be a more appropriate over
ture? The ubiquitous "Thus Spake Zarathustra", (2001's christian name) is a sym
phonic poem which presents the classic
confrontation between nature and techno
logy.
Likewise, "Music from the stars" was a
symphonic experiment which presented the
classic confrontation between profound
musicality and commercial sensibility.
In "Zarathustra", technology clearly tri
umphs. Last Friday night the decision was
not so obvious.
It was laughable and laudable.
The antagonists chose their allies. For
classical profundity the starting lineup:
Johann Strauss, Richard Strauss, Gustav
Hoist, the plush, spacious Warren Atherton

CampUS' ^stro
Kyung Son W
Svmnhnn J" and a taut Vltal Stockton
Symphony whose performance was reminis
cent of many larger metropolitan orches-

cialitv- Inh. wrner' f0r contemP°rary artifi
ciality, John Williams, music from Close En
counter and Star Wars, a two thirds empty
Warren Athert0n Audltorfum
nTT
um of
of Delta
Campus, enough C02 fog to
make you choke (literally) and an electronic
omplex of Laser mechanism, graceful and
artistic in the proper context.
Throughout the first half of the pro
gram, the superb renditions of "The Planets"
by Hoist and the "Blue Danube Waltz" by
trauss, succeeded in making the token
laser effects appear peripheral and amateur.
But the pre-intermission Laser perform
ance was merely a teaser for the geometric
gymnastics yet to come.

Herein lies the program's schizo
phrenia.
At this point, the relationship between
the Laser effects and the music was not mu
tually enhancing. It was a unilateral arrange
ment where the modern electronic intrusion
sat as a parasiteon the lush underbelly of the
animated symphonic work.
Part II, though, was a new beginning.
The simpler, narrative quality of the "Close
Encounters" and "Star Wars" music was a
compatible bedfellow to the impressive
recitatives of the silent luminescent
performer.
Together they recreated the inter galac
tic mystique of the new movie genre:
contrasted to the first half, when the then
feeble laser effects injected a tacky "cosmic
mellowness" into a well-performed classical
vain.
The most questionable performance of

the evening was delivered by the audience.
A very diverse group of people, who. without
the conductor's discreet reminder, would
have never applauded at the conclusion of
the first piece.
Maestro Kyung-Soo Won, perceptively
noticing that the audience was not aware
that the famous two minute overture was an
autonomous work, coyly turned to them,
simultaneously bowing and smiling, as if to
remind them of the unspoken agree
ment—"We play, we stop—you clap."
But poetic justice ruled and the audi
ence received their due process. For the
final work, C02 fog is injected into the air just
in front of the stage. The object is to height
en the Laser's effect.
But what goes up in choking billows
must come down the same. The programs
and hankies were fanning in 'A time.
Make that Technoloev 2. Nature 0.

Conciousness
lecture Monday
Dr. Obadiah S. Harris will discuss "The
New Consciousness" at University of the
Pacific on Monday, April 24, at 7:30 p.m. in
the University Center Theatre.
The University Center ProgramsCouncil
Lecture Committee and ASUOP Forum on
National Priorities are co-sponsoring thetalk
by Harris, who is from Phoenix, Arizona.
The program will be open to the public
without charge and be followed by a recep
tion in the Gold Room.
"The New Consciousness" is the title of a
book written by Harris that is described as
'the next stage in human development. It
prepares the reader's mind, emotions and
body to receive the spiritual peace and in
creased personal fulfillment needed to real
ize the individual's greatest potential."
Harris, coordinator of special programs
in university continuingeducation at Arizona
State University, is the author of two other
books, Unitive Spirituality and Self Know
ledge and Social Action. He has traveled
throughout the world and was a U.S. dele
gate to the 1973 UNESCO experiment in
creating a model world community.

KIIOP record

PG&E needs bright well-educated

civil, electrical or mechanical
engineers to work on difficult and
complex problems.
The burden is heavy. The prob
lems are many. It's our job to provide
enough energy for the essential
needs of the public and the tremen
dous environmental housecleaning
job that needs to be done in waste
recycling, smog-free rapid transit,
fume incineration, and water
purification. All ofthese tasks will
require large amounts of gas and
. eleicjtpASijergy.Y

If you're genuinely concerned
about people and the environment,
and are man or woman enough to
work for realistic solutions to near
impossible problems-PG&E would
welcome your help.
The pay is good and we'll give
you all the responsibility you can
handle.
For an employment interview,
contact John Clemson, PG&E
Professional Employment Office,
245 Market Street, San Francisco,
CA94106. PG^E
Animal Opportunity Employer-men-anrfwomen.

"KUOP-FM has recorded its most
successful fund raising program ever in top
ping its $12,000 goal in a just-concluded
Marathon '78 event," according to Univer
sity sources.
The week-long event at University of the
Pacific ended on Sunday, April 16, with a
total of $12,316 received in pledges. This
hot only bettered the goal of $12,000 but
represented a 22 per cent increase from the
$10,056 raised a year ago.
Mike Milhaupt, KUOP director of
development said the drive also resulted in
the station exceeding the 1,000 mark in its
"Friends" group of listeners who donate $10
or more to the station.
The Marathon involved frequent pledge
breaks in the regular programming, plus
several on-location broadcasts throughout
the community during the week.
Money raised goes into the operating
budget of the station for such expenses as
record replacements, salaries for students
and staff, and technical equipment.
Milhaupt attributed the success of
Marathon "78 to "more solid programming,
increased listenership and greater station
awareness in the community." He thanked
both those who pledged their support and
the more than 100 volunteers who assisted
in the fund raising drive.
KUOP, located at 91.3 on the FM dial, is
owned and operated by UOP as the only pu
blic radio station in the Central Valley. It is an
affiliate of the National Public Radio net
work..' •'
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sports

Tiger nine host Reno
in weekend series
UOP's men's baseball team hosts the
University of Nevada-Reno Wolf Pack tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in a NCBA league contest.
The Tigers and Wolf Pack will also
square off tomorrow afternoon at 12 in a
doubleheader.
On Tuesday night UOP's record dropped
to 21-22-1 when Stanislaus State dropped
Pacific by the score of 2-1.
John Franklin was tagged for the loss,
but he pitched effectively for five innings as
he struck out nine batters in that time period.

Jog-a-thon
announced
The UOP Athletic department is
sponsoring a jog-a-thon on Saturday morn
ing, May 6th, in order to help raise funds for
the Events Center.
The jog-a-thon, to be held from 9-10
a.m., will be held on UOP's south campus
track field. According to the jog-a-thon coor
dinator, Bill Drew, "The old track will be drag
ged and rolled for some smooth cruising."
According to Drew, all interested univer
sity and community groups are encouraged
to participate in the event. Drew said that
groups will have the opportunity to keep 50
percent of the money that they raise.
"It's a free lunch for those who want to
jump on the bandwagon because UOP pro
vides the event, all sponsor forms, postage,
billing and collection by mail and records,"
Drew said.
Among the groups that have already
signed up to compete are the volleyball
team, which is raising money for a trip to
Hawaii; the basketball team, which is raising
money for a tour in Taiwan; the field hockey
team, which is raising money for a summer
camp; plus countless other civic organi
zations.
For information phone or come into the
intramural office.

Volleyball team
versus Utah
Coach Taras Liskevych will get a sneak
preview of next season's women's volleyball
team next Friday, April28, when theytake on
the Utah Volleyball Cllib in a benefit volley-,
ball match.
The Utah Volleyball Club features play
ers from Brigham YoungUniversity and Utah
State University.
The match is scheduled for 7 p.m.in the
UOP gym. Tickets will be available at the
door for 50 cents.

Frank Alegre pitched the final four inn
ings for Pacific allowing no runs and striking
out five batters.

UOP was held to three hits in the con
test. Stan Rogers got the Tigers' only run
batted in of the game when he doubled home
Mark Perez. The only other UOP players to
get a base hit were Roy Gaebel and Stu
Pederson.

Last Friday night the Tigers upended the
San Jose State Spartans by the score of 8-3.
Church improved his record to 8-3, and that
made him the winningest pitcher in Tiger
history with 30 victories.

The Tigers are now on the road for three
consecutive games against Hayward State
on Tuesday afternoon and at Fresno for a
three-game series next weekend.

Golf tourney
The UOP intramural department is
sponsoring a golf tournament to be held next
Friday, April 28, at 3 p.m. at the Swenson
Park 3-par golf course.
Prizes will be awarded to both men and
women for the lowest score and alsafor pre
dicting closest to your score.
Entries are due at the intramural office
by this Wednesday, April 26th. Sign-ups for
starting times may be made at the intra
mural office also.
The entry fee is $1.50.

IM applications
The UOP Intramural department is now
accepting applications for supervisors for
the 1978-79 school year.
There are two undergraduate and one
graduate position open. Both positions are
paid through tuition grants.
Job responsibilities include: field super
vision of IM team sports, policy-making and
publicity.
Additional information may be ob
tained from Cindy Spire at the intramural
office.
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Dogs on Pacific Avenue,

have all kinds of tennis equipment:

MWZ/
We string rackets.

tennis rackets

Carlos Brown
signed by Rams
Carlos Brown, who played football at
Pacific from 1971-1974, was signed by the
Los Angeles Rams earlier this week as a freeagent quarterback.
Brown, who was previously on the Green
Bay Packers, holds the single-season UOP
record for most past attemDts. Hehad 320 in
1971. He also holds the record for most
completions in a game,24, and most com
pletions in a season, 154.
Brown is the second quarterback signed
by the Rams since George Allen took over as
head coach. Roman Gabriel was signed to a
contract prior to Brown's signing.

RACQUET
CASTLE

gloves

Racket grips

tennis shoes
We sell strings, too.

94-A WEST CASTLE ST.
STOCKTON. CALIF. 95204
(209) 465-4546

GjcmxoundL xiCbi+~
CwA. Cental

Bohind Doc Shoon's

r

Tennisclothingformen&women,warm ups and shorts, etc.

Mon„ Tues., Wed.

SAN FRANCISCO
PALO ALTO
SACRAMENTO
SANTA CRUZ

10-6 Thurs.

10-9

Fri.

10-6

Sat.

9-5

Sun. 12-4

415-433-1763
415- 327 - 0841
916-448-0351
408-call 411

CENTERS IN MAJOR U.S. CITIES
800-273-1782
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Men face Air Force today

Women's tennis team
drops San Jose

IM Baseball Standings

A-Orange

B-Black-1

Omega Phi A's
Blue Gooses
Paraquat
BSU
AKO

3-0
3-0
2-2

0-3
0-3

A-Black
Master Batters
The Gizmos
Roaring Archites
SYM II Phi Delta Chi

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-2

0-3

B-Black-2
2-0
1-0
1-0

0-2
0-2

B-Orange-1
Defense Mechanisms
Softballers
Yugoslavians
AKO
Kahunas
Omega Phi B'S

Foreplay
Underdogs
Omega Phi Pledges
Too Rolling Stoned
Ritter's Royals
Ramblin Guys

3-1
2-1

3-2
2-2

2-3
0-3

B-Orange-2

Cannibus Sativa
Mad Doggers
Palahi
Fuggin A's
Metaphysical Fly Balls
AXE Savage Skulls

2-0

UOPs men's tennis team is scheduled
to take on Air Force today at 1 p.m. at the
Brookside Courts if weather is permitting.
The women's team continued on it's
winning ways, defeating San Jose State on
Wednesday five games to four games to
bring their record to 11-3.
Number -one seeded Debbie Duhamel
led the assault for UOP with victory scores of
7-5, 6-4. Lisa Bee, the number-two seeded
player on the team disposed of her counter
part 4-6, 6-1, 6-3.

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

0-2

Women-a
Redhots
Crazy Ladies
BSU
KAT at Bat
SAE little Sisters

3-0
2-1
2-1

1-3
0-2

Liza Lilley went down to defeat for the
Tigers in straight set scores of 6-3, 6-4.
Becky Ford, playing in the fourth seed posi
tion, won her three-set match, 5-7, 7-5,6-3.
Nancy Neis lost to her Spartan oppo
nent, 7-6, 3-6, 6-4. Kristen Spracher round
ed out the singles play for Pacific witha con
vincing 6-1, 6-0 victory.
In doubles competition, the team of
Ford-Spracher were the lone victors for UOP
winning in straight sets by the scores of 7-6,
62.

Women-B
I Phelta Thi
High Bailers
Shock Me
Jackson Triple J.
J.B.Softballers

3-0
2-1
1-1
1-2

1-3

THe Hustlers
Ritter Rockettes
Major Recs
Wild Women of Wemyss

1-0
2-1
1-1'

0-1

Last Friday against Santa Clara UOPwas
an easy victor, winning the match 7-2. Coach Rich Andrews said recently that
he was pleased with both the men's and
women's teams.
"The men have had a lot of bad luck this
year. A lot of the top six players have been inlured during the course of the season. But
they are |ust starting to get in shape for the
conference tournament to be held next
month. They should be in perfect health
when it comes around,"Andrews said.

FUTURE CPA'S
LET US HELP YOU
BECOME A CPA
OUR SUCCI SSFIJL St
REPRESENT

SPRING ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
Syd Church

page 13

1/3 of USA

About the women's team, Andrews said,
"They have a good shot for some regional
playoff competition." Andrews mentioned
the small college regionals as a strong like
lihood for the Tigers to be competing in.
Andrews also said that it is possible that the
women could compete in a regional playoff
against the top teams on the West
coast-Stanford, USC, UCLA, UC Irvine and
California

Both the men and women teams will
compete in a dual match against UC Davis
next Wednesday at 2:30 p.m at the
Brookside courts.

Women split
with Delta
UOP"s women's Softball team settled for
a splitof a doubleheader againstDelta Junior
College Monday at Louis Park, losing the first
game 2-0 and winning the second contest, 52.
Cheryl Mizener, the winning pitcher in
the first game, earned a 2-hit shutout. She
struck out five and walked two in the game.
Doreen Roberts of UOP was tagged for the
loss.
Lori Swanson and Linda Hayashi had
U0P"s only hits, both singles in the second
inning.
Hayashi was the winning pitcher in the
second game. She allowed only four hits and
walked three batters in picking up her fifth
win of the season.
The Tigers had a four run outburst in the
fifth inning. Ann Phillips singled to start off
the inning.
Launa CornwelTs bunt-single
put runners on first and second base.
Hayashi then sacrificed the runners to
second and third base.
An error by Delta's third baseman
loaded the bases. Ann Pfanner singled and
drove in two runs. With two outs, Debbie
Botto doubled, scoring an additional two
runs.
After the game, Coach Bucky Reynolds
said, "We hit the ball well today;it just went at
people. The main thing we haveto do is keep
ourselves up and come back next time."
After the doubleheader split with Delta,
UOPs record was 15 winsand 7 losses. They
were 3-3 in league play.
This afternoon UOP takes on Fresno
State at 1:30 at Louis Park in a league game.

6 - 0 160 pitcher

SAN FRANCISCO 415 543-1610
SAN JOSE

408 251-8446

SACRAMENTO

916 446 1330

CLASSES BEGIN MAY 22
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On Wednesday the Tigers host Stanford
in a non-league contest at 1:30.
Prior to the Delta game Pfanner was
UOP"s leading hitter with a .440 average. She
was followed by Jill Moore with a .362 aver
age, Jane Shearer with a .333 average and
Comwell who was hitting .316.
Leanne Perez is the only UOP player who
hashitahomerunthisseason. Shehasone.
Roberts is the leading hurler on the staff
with a 9-3 record.

Anderson Y presents the 47th Annuel Strawberry Breakfast which will be held on the
Anderson Lawn April 30th from Ia.m. to 1 p.m.
Featuring Strawberries, pancakes, and all the trimmings.
Tickets on sale at the Check Cashing Booth for $1.50.
Come and enjoy yourself.
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"Dear Beth
"I cry all day long"

Dear Beth,
My boyfriend who I have been with for a year and a
half has dropped me for another girl. I am feeling so bad
that I cry all day long. Ican't study. I spend all my money
calling home but all my mother says is 'stop feeling sorry
for yourself.' My girlfriends are trying to make me feel
better but nothing helps.
I am waking up in the middle of the night and
wondering 'what did I do wrong?' What can I do to get
him back? I'ddoanythingtogethim back! Haveyouany
advice?
Signed,
Lovelorn

meet at the swimming pool but I wouldn't be caught
dead inaswimsuit. It'snotreallymyfault. Myfriendssit
around in the dorm dining room and maybe we do eat
while we're talking, but 20 pounds?!
I admit the 'munchies' haven't helped much either.
So tell me, what can I do to lose 25 pounds qu ick beforeI
have to go home and face my mother!
Signed,
Desperate.
Dear Desperate,
Lose 25 pounds quickly and your mother won't
have to "kill you"—you'll make yourself sick with a

Dear Lovelorn,
Are you sure you would do ANYTHING to get him
back? Wouldn't you be left witha robotif youhad that
kind of control, or, at least, a well trained dog?
Sounds like you're on a self blame trip—i.e., if
the relationship ends, someonemust be at fault and
you are volunteering. All good things either change
or end; to put it differently, they evolve. Change
doesn't necessitate blame.
Sure you're angry at being dropped, but no one
else can work your anger out for you. Get the anger
out of your system—play racquetball, yell, tell him
off, whatever works. But get rid of it so you can goon
with your life.
Finally, go on to do something for yourself in
stead of relying on boyfriend, mother, girlfriends, etc.
to tell you what to do and who you are. Find your own
style!

crash diet.
Dr. Morrison at the Health Center is an enthu
siastic consultant for anyone who is serious about
dieting. Or if group support is your thing, try Weight
Watchers. The University dietician is also willing to
help you figure out how to diet on dormitory food.
Exercise is your second best ally. Try to find an
exercise partner, maybe someone who is also trying
to lose weight.
Separate food from your friends and social life.
Honestly—it can be done—just ask some successful
losers.
Finally, tell your mother before shetellsyou. It is
a lot easier to announce you're losing weight than to
confess a 20 pound gain.
Good luck!

Dear Beth,
My mother is going to kill me when she sees me!
I've gained 20 pounds this year and can hardly get into
my overalls,much less my jeans. It may be the season to

Dear Beth,
I bet you never had a problem like this. My room
mate is driving me crazy. In the first place he is so
sloppy I have to make a path through the room. His dirty

Letters
Classical
discrimination
Dear Editor:
As Dean of theConservatory, itisimportant to me that our students, all of them,
attract the attention they deserve for what
they are doing.
Also, the University
community should have the opportunity to
know what is going on in the world of Class
ical Music as well as what is going on in the
worlds of Jazz, Rock, etc.
The Pacifican obviously doesn'tthink so,
however. I have contacted The Pacifican on
various occasions during the year and been
assured of their interest, but I don't seem to
be able to read about their interest in their
Friday columns.
Back in early March, the Conservatory,
in recognition of its 100th year of dis
tinguished existence, presented Howard
Hanson as guest conductor of our orchestra
and chorus performing a West Coast Pre
miere of his new symphony. Dr. Hanson is a
former Dean of the Conservatory, 19191921, world renowned composer, con
ductor of major symphony orchestras, and
Director of the Eastman School of Music for
40 years. The Pacifican did carry a small
article on this program on an inside page,
while on the topof the front page, was an arti
cle announcing Pablo Cruise six weeks in ad
vance.
In the April 14 issue, I looked in vain for
an article about the Brahms Requiem per
formance of April 16, which involves the en
tire Conservatory Chorus program and
Orchestra, 180 or more students. They've
been preparing this concert for weeks.
(Thank God for the Community Calendar, at
least it is there in the fine print.) But we do

clothes are always in a pile.
Me, I am a neat person and like things in urder. I
need my desk to be orderly so I can study.
My roommate also plays his stereo so loud I can't
study. He even has posters of girls hanging on the wall
and I think he has a dirty mind. He promises to be neat
er but it never lasts. I tell him all the time what a slob he
is but nothing seems to work.
Signed,
Help!
Dear Help,
Your motivational approach doesn't seem to be
working. Few people respond positively to being call
ed a slob.
Sounds like you have a problem of incompati
bility. Why not see your R.A. and ask him to find
someone who matches your standards, and another
slob who won't be so upset with the way your room
mate likes to live.

o o o o o
Letters to DEAR BETH should be sent directly to
the Counseling Center. Dr. Mason ("Beth") wel
comes all reader mail but is unable to personally
answer every letter.
Letters are selected for publication solely on the
basis of general reader interest. No letters will be
returned.
COUNSELING CENTER
Cowell Student Health Center
8:30 — 5:00, Monday — Friday
946-2225

Pacifican policy
see a nice article about Space tunes, Rock n'
Roll, and another small article about tickets
for Pablo Cruise.
Maybe if the college community was
aware of our major performances, they
would* attend some of them. How about it
Pacifican? In addition to Jazz and Rock,
there IS Classical Music, too. People attend
three-four concerts a week by symphony
orchestras in every major city all over the
world. There must be something worthwhile
about it.
All I'm asking for is equal space for our
students, all of them.
Sincerely,
Ira Lehn
Dean

Editorials are written by the Editor-in-Chief and are approved by the
Editorial Board prior to publication.
Letters are generally brief corrections, questions or statements. They
must be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns, which may be written
by any member of the university community, may be no longer than 750
words. They must consist of clearly expressed, responsibly written
themes. Both letters and guest columns must be typed. Contributors
must include their signature and telephone number (letters may have
their names withheld upon request^ Contributions should be submitted
to the Editor-in-Chief of the Pacifican one week prior to publication. The
Pacifican reserves the right toeditall material submitted toOpinion pages
for libel and brevity. All opinions on the Opinion pages, except for those
stated in the "editorial," are those of the authors alone.

Dangerous aspects of Bakke Decision
Dear Editor:
The U.S. Supreme Court will hand down
a verdict on the Bakke Decision within the
next few months. This case has become the
divisive weapon used to eliminate affirma
tive action and other programs across the
nation, on the job and in the community, as
well as on the campus.
If the Bakke Decision is upheld, a legal
green light will be given to attempt to wipe
out the gains won by workers and students in
the 1960s. Not only minority people and
women, but all workingpeople will be hurt by
the racist Bakke Decision.
How? Already, programs for minority
students are being cut back. Ethnic studies,

grants, loans, funding for K-12 schools arealI
being cut back. In employment, jobs are few
and pay is too little even though the equal
opportunity sign hangs outside. Health care
and other social services are being cut back
and funds are being reallocated into de
fense. Urban renewal is being used to re
move minorities in their communities for
profitable businesses.
In addition, the most dangerous as
pects of the Bakke Decision is that it seeks to
pit white and minority students and workers
against each other. When this disunity is
allowed, the struggle against poorer ser
vices, for higher wages and better benefits,
and higher qualification standards in
schools is made difficult and we all lose.

A broad mobilization of labor, churches,
community and student organizations has
been launched to hold a national demonstra
tion against the Bakke Decision on April 15
in Washington, D.C. and April 29 in San Fran
cisco at Dolores Park, 11:30 a.m.
We urge all people to join us in mobil
izing the largest number of people to protest
the Bakke Decision. We will have buses and
car pools to take people to the Bay Area. For
more information, the number to call in
Sacramento: 454-6651 or 383-4680.
People united can never be defeated.
Carl Pinkston
April 29th Coalition
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Body oddities, for fun and profit

seve^^oth^nw'freshmen^n^rln^over thean^?ytssn1dSe',and

description catalogue, .eager? „ay! JStaiSr'SSjSS'SS
were best su.ted for us in our headlong pursuit of academia
If, in planning your Fall schedules you're having trouble finding
such classes, read on. I may have a solution. This semester (Spring'78)
I'm enrolled in a class that has taught me so much-things I may never
have thought about, much less learned-and I'm recommending it
Highly.
Now, I'll admit I was plenty hesitantabouttakingthiscourse at first.
I mean the name alone, Body Oddities, Living Trivia, and Other Worth
less Info, is enough to make one wonder.
But the course is taught by a new, young professor, Dr. Leo Tard,
and it employs a truly unique approach to the process of learning. "In
stead of boring you with dry facts about pertinent subject matter that
you'll probably never use," he told us that first day, "I'm going to enter
tain you with fun facts about impertinent subject matter that I know
you'll never use." He said we'd like his class.
He was right. Right from the start I began picking up shreds of
information I could see myself never using. I studied forthe sheer plea
sure of studying, and I learned forthe same reason. I began applying
what I'd learned and found it made no sense at all. In fact, if I could
major in this discipline I felt positive I could never get a job.
Afire, I had to know more. And once acquired, the knowledge had to
be passed to those who knew not the truths. Most people, for instance
don't know that a sneeze can travel as fast as one hundred miles per
hour. Or that the word "tip" is an acronym for "To Insure Promptness."

Or that "Jackdaws love my big sphinx of quartz" is the shortest English
sentence that includes all the letters of the alphabet.
I think of all the people whose lives have meaning, and their educa
tions, a purpose. I feel I have to stop them from attaining their in
evitable successes. I have to tell them that celery requires more calor
ies to be fully injested in the human body than it offers to the human
body.
I have to explain that the female black widow spider devours her
mate after mating, and that she may dispatch as many as 25 suitors a
day. (Which didn't impress me nearly so much aftera fellow told me he
knew a co-ed in Berkeley who once serviced. . . )
I have to explain to people that a hard-boiled egg set spinning will
rise up on end, but an uncooked or soft-boiled egg will not. I feel the
pressing desire to let people know that the egg trick only works on eggs,
and is completely unreliable for bricks, Honda cars, and side-walks.
James Garfield could write Latin with one hand, and Greek with the
other; at the same time! Caterpillars have 2000 muscles. A mole can
dig a 300 foot tunnel in one night. Las Vegas gambling casinos don't
have clocks. None!
I could go on and on.
And I would, but I've got to type a paper for that class and it's due.
My semester project is on American Currency. I fully researched the
field, and I'm somewhat of an authority on the subject. Did you know
that a quarter has 119 grooves on its circumference, a dime one less.
And that a dollar bill can be neatly folded, each fold neatly over
lapping its opposite side, only six times. Seven if put in a vice. And
that. . .

On the spot

by Wanda Lau and Jorge Baya

"Do you believe that extraterrestrial life exists?"

Nona Cunningham (Soph., COP): I believe it could. I can't
say yes for sure, because I haven't seen anything to evi
dence it. If I saw an alien spaceship, I'd probably be scared,
but interested.

Roger Seaman (Jr., Raymond-Calliaon): Well, I don't be
lieve there are little green people, but I also don't believe
that we're alone in the universe. I think Stonehenge, the
Peruvian airstrip and things like that were man-made. I
don't believe in the Bermuda Triangle. It probably has
something to do with the gravitational field. But in an infi
nite universe, there are bound to be creatures like or differ
ent from ourselves.

laisse (Sr., COP): Not in the sense of true!lifei form
believe there are extraterrestrial energi
•lationships with one another. No, I would" t label it,I
think you could. I really believe there is
me energy source that has a strong e ec
|jke
I think these forces manifest themselvesin t g
But it's a matter of what you do with them.

"roxler (Voice professor, Conservatory).,

You

eings out there? Yes. I believet[1®^,ar|^npt whatd that we can't be the only populated plane •
are, they must be extremely intelligent, believe
-and whatever sent them out here n
t to have done so. No, I d o n ' t thmk God« n e fro^
rlanet, because God is in your mind,

Saldon Moreland (Jr., Conservatory): Yes. I hope so. I'm
running out of people to meet here at UOP, and am await
ing their arrival so that my senior recital will be a full house.

Cindy Brown (Jr., Elbert Covell): Yeah. Because the uni
verse is too big just to have livingcreatures on Earth. Idon't
take much stock in the Bermuda Triangle and Stonehenge
as being evidence, though, because they can probably be
explained as natural occurrences.

Larry Walker (Art professor, COP): I don't think extra
terrestrial life exists in terms of the life we have here. I've
seen no major evidence to suggest that there are signi
ficant life forms on other planets or elsewhere in the uni
verse. I suspect that things claimed to have been built be
aliens on Earth can be explained as natural or man-made
phenomena

Greg Napper (Jr.. School of Engineering): Sure. Not be
cause I've been witness to UFO's. but because I believe
there's a lot more to the universe than what we can sense
and detect. So Ilike to keep my mindopen about things like
that. I'd like to believe in Stonehenge as evidence, but
different evidence can meandifferentthings. At least it can
lead to different conclusions— depending on who you talk
to.
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You, IWe; McCollreymukesthree
"Students should be
encouraged to. . .engage in a
sustained and independent
search for truth."
from the Joint Statement on Rights
and Freedoms of students.
The newspaper has basic rights, one of which is freedom of the
Idealistically, the newspaper staff and faculty advisor operate
without undue pressure from outside groups. They seethe newspaper s
primary function as serving the students at this university.
Currently, the University of the Pacific administration is attempting
to insert a clause into the proposed Pacifican charter (see story, page )
which will grant the University president the "right" to order a retraction
or correction to any "potentially libelous" Story. Accordingto the Univer
sity attorney, President McCaffrey has not even been contacted to see it
he wants this responsibility.
The Pacifican agrees that some restraint should be placed on the
newspaper in order to insure accurate, responsible, in-depth news
coverage. However, the president has no experience in the workings of
the press. He will rely on the University attorney for his expertise. The
attorney will probably be looking out for the assets of the University, one
can assume that he will attempt to avoid a court trial whether or not a
caise is valid.
In addition, the Pacifican sees thatthe president will have a conflict
of interest (i.e. supporting regents, donors, the image of the university,
employees, etc.).
_
„ ...
A suggestion was made at the Pacifican Task Force meeting this
week that the proposed Pacifican Publications Board (consisting of one

P

faculty member, one administration representative, and five students)
should seek legal advice on matters of libel and make the; final jjudge
ment as to whether or not a correction or retraction must be run.
The University attorney commented that he didn't trust the oarto act responsibly." One member of the Tast Force asked why the
committee was formed if peopledidn'tthinkthey would act responsibly
Academic Vice President Clifford Hand replied, "Its an educational
t00l'lt

is hoped that someday the Administrators of this University will
look upon these student and faculty members as 'responsible
members of the community.'
Meiinda McMuHen

Mike Crowley:
Guest Columnist
ASUOP Supreme Court quitting in Hie face of criticism
of the brightest students at UOP." One wonders who he was kidding
Imagine the confusion that would set in were the ASUOP Supreme
What will happen should these people ever be given the chance to
Court to be turned loose on the nation at large, ratherthan justour hum
play with real fire, either professionally or otherwise? I am beginning to
ble and unaspiring student body!
shudder. . . God help us! ASUOP does not win itself any respect for
Resigning from their posts upon delivery of their verdict in the
ASUOP elections case—and in the wake of considerable criticism from this kind of childish stuntmanship.
And what of thecourt's verdict? Ignoring a precedent that was esta
more than just a few members of the student senate—certain state
blished
with last year's handling of the ASUOP elections, the court
ments from our now former Chief Justice, Ron Bohy, can hardly be ex
chose
to
interpret the constitutional bylaws in such a way thatthey ruled
pected to meet with our credibility. Complaining about the lack of re
the
ASUOP
elections to be "illegal" because the runoff hadbeen held on
spect being accorded his court and its decision, Ron and the court
Monday.
If
that be the case, then ASUOP should be faced with a grave
(minus one notable individual) promptly stepped down from the
constitutional
crisis.
bench—quitting in the face of criticism.
This past year's ASUOP government was "illegally elected in the
An honorable and justifiably righteous deed? Suppose United
States Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger and his court all same manner that the court decried, and every action taken by this
promptly resigned ratherthan face the responsibility of standingup be year's body ought to be considered null and void—including <.he spendhind a major decision. There is no question in my mind. The action of ing of student funds and ironically enough, the selection of the ASUOP
Supreme Court. Last year's election runoff was held on Monday and
the court was a cowardly and irresponsible one.
under
the same constitution, and the same bylaws.
ASUOP President Randy Breschini, who selected the members of
In the words of our "falsely elected" president, Randy Breschini, I
the court with cautious senate approval, tells us that, "they all plan on
attending law school and, in my opinion,they are representative of some would say that, "I think the student body is sick of this kind of trash."
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